Joshua Peugh: Coming full circle

Former ex-patriate dancer and SMU alum brings troupe to U.S.
His Korean dance company, Dark Circles, makes American debut in North Texas

Gay, Undocumented and Unashamed
Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist talks about what it's like to be gay and undocumented before he kicks off UTA's speakers series next week
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Greg Abbott says he won’t sue for right to discriminate in SA

Attorney General Greg Abbott said this week it is unlikely he will file a suit against the San Antonio nondiscrimination ordinance. As reported in Dallas Voice last week, when the ordinance passed, the issues Abbott had with the law were removed before the final version went before the council. A representative with Abbott’s office told Dallas Voice that the final ordinance did not include the most problematic language, but Abbott will continue to monitor the ordinance.

“We are pleased the city council heeded our advice and deleted this provision, which surely would have been grounds for a constitutional challenge to the ordinance. We will continue to review the ordinance and monitor the situation,” Abbott’s office did not respond to what exactly will be monitored, how the AG views this ordinance differently than the Dallas, Fort Worth and Austin ordinances and why he threatened to sue after the ordinance passed without the offending language.

The threat of a lawsuit came during a radio interview after the provisions preventing someone accused of discrimination from holding office or sitting on a board or commission were removed.

What bothers Abbott is that in San Antonio, as in Dallas, Fort Worth, Austin and El Paso, discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity is now illegal. The only thing to monitor is that this sort of discrimination doesn’t happen anywhere. But that’s probably not what Abbott’s office will be doing.

Food pantry sees increased donations after appeal for help

In response to an urgent appeal for food last week, community groups rallied to assist Resource Center last weekend.

According to Resource Center spokesman Rafael McDonnell, the food pantry had peanut butter, tomato sauce and beans on Sept. 12. He said the shortage was due to a number of factors, including a static budget but an increasing number of clients, the economy and cutbacks in corporate donations to the pantry.

Quite a bit of the items stocked by the pantry comes from the North Texas Food Bank, which had equally bare shelves.

“Is this the bottom or is this the new normal?” he asked. He said Resource Center staff was trying to figure that out.

Groups helped fill the shelves mostly through urgent appeals to their members on Facebook. The Dallas Eagle became a collection point for evening and Sunday donations.

Nutrition Center Coordinator Daniel Sanchez has been acting food pantry manager after food pantry manager Micki Garrison left Resource Center last week after 10 years. Sanchez said the emergency food drive made a difference.

“The response was incredible,” he said. “It’s going to help us a lot.”

Although the immediate crisis was averted because of the weekend collection, McDonnell said people have to eat next week and next month and next year. He asked the community to continue with its generosity.

Throughout the week, LGBT organizations jumped to the rescue of the Resource Center food pantry, providing some variety, but the stock remained low. The pantry distributes more than seven tons of food a week.

North Texas GLBT Chamber of Commerce President and CEO Tony Vedda sent a letter to more than 300 member businesses. He reminded them of why the pantry came into existence.

“The gay & lesbian community (as it was called at the time) took care of its own; no one else would,” he wrote. “Making sure that people with HIV/AIDS had food to eat was essential to their survival.”

He asked each business to make a $25 donation, which would total $7,500 in donations for food from the chamber.

Anyone who brings five cans to Fashionista GayBingo at S4 Sept. 21 will be entered into a drawing for a variety of prizes including tickets to future GayBingo and GayBingo North.

This week, several of the bars were collection points for food including Dallas Eagle, JP’s Bar & Grill and the Round-Up Saloon.

Dallas Voice is doing its own food drive and is a collection point for canned goods. Anyone who lives or works in the area is welcome to drop off canned food at the office during business hours. Items may be left at Dallas Voice, 4145 Travis St., Third Floor on Mon.–Fri. from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

—David Taffet

©2013, Dallas Voice. New patients are being accepted. Most major insurance accepted.
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Gay, undocumented and unashamed

Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist talks about what it’s like to be gay and undocumented before he kicks off UTA’s speakers series next week

Jose Antonio Vargas has been at the forefront of the immigration debate since he came out as an undocumented citizen in an essay for The New York Times Magazine two years ago.

Since then, he’s penned a cover story for Time magazine about the challenges he and other undocumented immigrants face. Vargas came to the U.S. from the Philippines when he was 12 to live with his grandparents.

He’ll be kicking off the Maverick Speakers Series at the University of Texas at Arlington Sept. 24, where he’ll discuss his work with his organization, Define American, and the ongoing dialogue about immigration reform.

Vargas, 32, said after his participation in the series was announced, someone tweeted that he was a controversial choice. But he said he thinks that’s great because he’s “all about preaching beyond the choir.”

The veteran journalist was part of The Washington Post team that won a Pulitzer Prize for their coverage of the Virginia Tech shootings. His articles on the AIDS epidemic in Washington, D.C., inspired the documentary, The Other City, which he co-produced and wrote.

That was his introduction to filmmaking and led him to make his new film, Documented, which chronicles his journey in America and the struggles others immigrants face.

— Anna Waugh

Dallas Voice: So what do you think the tweet about you being controversial meant? Jose Antonio Vargas: For a lot of people I’m a controversial choice just because I happen to be not only undocumented but also gay, you know. … I like to say that I am a walking uncomfortable conversation and I’ve learned to just kind of embrace that.

In Texas, there are a lot of politicians like Ted Cruz that are against immigration reform. What is your advice to their constituents on how to approach that problem and tackle that issue with politicians? Poll after poll has shown that the majority of the American public thinks that it’s time that we have immigration reform and that there should be a path to citizenship for people like me. In some ways, I think our politicians and elected officials are actually behind the American public and I would argue, in that vein, both senators from Texas, Ted Cruz and [John] Cornyn, are behind the American public on this issue.

How do you think your life has changed since you came out as undocumented in The New York Times Magazine essay? It’s interesting because I feel like my life and career just started when that happened. I had been a journalist at that point for more than a decade. I’d like to think that I was pretty successful, but I feel like my life professionally and personally actually started two years ago when all of that happened. You know, kind of owning myself and not running away from not being caught but running toward myself and realizing what I had done and kind of the toll that it’s taken on me and that it’s taken on my friends and it’s taken on my family. So kind of an awakening of sorts.

You came out in your history class after watching a documentary on Harvey Milk, just months after Matthew Shepard had been murdered in 1999. What made you come out and what was the response? Thank you for asking that question because I think it’s so important as much as possible that we connect these issues. I found out I was undocumented when I was 16 and around that time I think I started realizing, hey, I think I’m gay. I was dating this woman, this young woman Patricia, on and off since middle school because I thought that’s what I was supposed to do.

All the while, when I found out that I was undocumented, my grandfather told me that the plan was to marry a woman, an American citizen, and get a green card. That was the plan. So there I was knowing that I’m undocumented and knowing that I’m also gay, realizing that. And I guess I just knew that I couldn’t be in two closets at once. I had to get out of one of them. So Matthew Shepard’s killing, I think for a lot of us, was a seminal moment. … Thankfully, I grew up in Mountain View, about an hour outside of San Francisco, and I was the only openly gay kid in my school because they started the GSA a year after I graduated. I don’t remember being ostracized or being discriminated against. If anything, I think my administrators and my teachers were just very supportive.

You’ve described coming out as gay as being easier than coming out as undocumented. Why was that? That was given the circumstances given where I was. I’m sure if I had grown up somewhere in the South or somewhere that wasn’t quite as gay-friendly, I’m sure I would’ve felt different. I’m sure I probably would’ve been in the closet about both of those things. Maybe I would’ve married a woman to just get a green card. Maybe I would’ve just done that and had kids and lived that kind of a double life. You know, that could’ve happened. So I was really fortunate in many ways by being accepted by my school. At home it was different because I grew up in a Catholic household. My grandmother didn’t really understand it. My grandfather was just upset because he had a plan. The plan was to marry a woman and get a green card. And he just didn’t understand I was going to throw it all away because I wanted to be gay. He was like, “You want to be gay. You want to be gay.” It’s not something I wanted. It’s just something that I am. He didn’t understand that, so that was hard.

What was your response to the DOMA ruling that allowed binational gay couples to sponsor their partners for citizenship? Historic, historic, historic ruling. … It’s funny because I’ve never really had a serious relationship. I think I’ve been so busy just running away from things, even run-
ning away from men, that it was just like I never wanted to get that close to somebody because then they would ask questions that I couldn’t answer and I didn’t want to answer. The irony of this is I was a journalist asking questions and yet I never wanted to be asked questions. My job was to tell the truth and write about the truth and yet I was lying about who I was. So I haven’t allowed myself to get that close to somebody. I’ve been joking since the DOMA ruling that, all right, now there’s a practical way, there’s a practical reason to actually find a boyfriend and get married. I’m kidding.

Is marrying someone one day a path you’ve considered or not right now because you’re not in a serious relationship? I’m not in a serious relationship so hopefully maybe I will be soon. I don’t know.

People often ask you why you haven’t been deported. How do you respond to that? Oh, ask the government. I don’t know. Ask them. All I know is President Obama has deported more immigrants than any other modern president — 1.4 million and counting — and I’m not one of them. I was ready to get deported from day one.

How do you plan to become a citizen? I plan to be a citizen when we pass immigration reform. That’s the plan. I just am hoping that we don’t have to wait too long.

You have a new documentary, Documented, that chronicles your journey. Why did decide to tell your story in film? My original idea was to do a film on the DREAM Act. I was going to do a film as an undocumented journalist interviewing undocumented students and DREAMers. So I filmed for about a year thinking that was what I was going to do.

And then one of my filmmaker friends kind of challenged me and said, “How can you do a film on immigration and not include your mom?” I haven’t seen my mother since I was 12. So I don’t even really know how to talk about my mother. All I know is I’ve tried really hard to not to think about her because it’s too painful to think about. … I thought how do I do this film, how can I include my mom when I can’t even go to the Philippines to film my mom?

But thankfully I decided that I should send a film crew and I did. When the footage got back, when the small crew returned and met back, after seeing her footage in her interviews, it became very clear that the story had to focus on her as well, you know, that it couldn’t just document my life and whatever it is I’m going through. It had to document her life and what she’s going through. I didn’t really realize how broken I was until I saw how broken she was, to tell you the truth.

Define American: My Life as an Undocumented Immigrant with Jose Antonio Vargas, Sept. 24 at 7:30 p.m., Texas Hall at UT Arlington, 701 S. Nedderman Drive, Arlington. General admission is free. Preferred seating is $25. For tickets, visit UTAtickets.com.
Come and meet Spider! He is an adorable 2-year-old wire terrier mix who is waiting to meet his forever family at Operation Kindness. He loves playing fetch in the yard and will always bring back a tennis ball if he has a friend to play with him. He enjoys belly rubs, and he will reward you with sweet puppy kisses. Spider was transferred to Operation Kindness from a city shelter and he has become a volunteer and staff favorite. You can visit with Spider at Operation Kindness in Carrollton. He will be waiting to meet you!

Spider and other pets are available for adoption from Operation Kindness, 3201 Earhart Drive, Carrollton. The no-kill shelter is open six days: Monday, 3-8 p.m.; closed Tuesday; Wednesday, 3-8 p.m.; Thursday, noon-8 p.m.; Friday, noon-5 p.m.; Saturday, 11 a.m.-5 p.m.; and Sunday, noon-5 p.m. The cost is $110 for cats, $135 for kittens, $150 for dogs over 1 year, and $175 for puppies. The cost includes the spay/neuter surgery, microchipping, vaccinations, heartworm test for dogs, leukemia and FIV test for cats, and more. Those who adopt two pets at the same time receive a $20 discount.

George Frederick Blue, 55, of Dallas, passed away Sept. 11, 2013. Blue was born on Dec. 22, 1957, in Kosciusko, Miss., the son of William Edward Blue and Evelyn Blue. He attended the University of North Alabama, where he was in the marching band and earned a B.S. in marketing finance. He joined Unisource Worldwide, Inc. in 1984 and had a successful career as a manager in information technology and chain store logistics.

Fred loved to travel and was a licensed pilot. He was a member of the Rainbow Flyers Pilots Association for 10 years. He combined his love for flying and his altruistic spirit by making volunteer Angel Flights to transport patients and their families to medical care facilities.

Fred was a member of the Turtle Creek Chorale for eight years and served a term as the organization’s board secretary.

He was preceded in death by his parents and his sister, Beverly. He is survived by his loving partner, Robert McWilliams; brothers, W. E. Blue Jr. of Brandon, Miss.; Harry Blue and wife Vicky of Phoenix, Ariz.; and several nieces and nephews.

A memorial service was held Sept. 14. The family requests donations be given to the Turtle Creek Chorale in Fred’s memory.

David McClinton, 56, passed away on Aug. 28, 2013. David was born Dec. 29, 1956, in Dallas. He was preceded in death by his mother Catharine Rose Blankenship and is survived by his spouse Donnie Caruso, of Big Lake, Alaska, his former spouse and lifelong friend Cathy Green, of Dallas, his son Paul and wife, Stephanie of Anchorage, Alaska. David is also survived by his father James McClinton of Richardson and three sisters: Gale McNeely of Garland; Cheryl James of Sachse, Texas; and Susan Merrell of Cape Coral, Fla.

Upon graduation from North Mesquite High School in 1975, David joined the U.S. Navy and was actively involved during his naval career with the U.S. Navy Band, stationed in Charleston, S.C. Upon discharge, David obtained a B.A. from Texas Woman’s University in piano performance and music composition. David devoted his life to music, teaching voice and piano lessons, writing music compositions and working with numerous high school choruses. He was a member of the Turtle Creek Chorale and worked with the other choruses.

A memorial service is being planned in Dallas in December. In lieu of flowers, a David McClinton Music Memorial Fund has been established with Cathedral of Hope. The fund is designated specifically for the music ministry.
American Military Partners Association is putting pressure on the Department of Defense to have TXMF comply with federal guidelines.

DAVID TAFFET | Staff Writer
taffet@dallasvoice.com

Lambda Legal is demanding that Texas Military Forces register same-sex couples as they do opposite-sex couples to receive federal benefits. The Dallas office of Lambda Legal sent a letter to Major General John Nichols, adjutant general of the Texas Military Forces, telling him to follow Department of Defense guidelines for registering married same-sex couples.

Nichols has delayed taking any action by asking for an opinion from Attorney General Greg Abbott.

Paul Castillo, staff attorney in the Dallas office of Lambda Legal, said he is representing Alicia Butler, the wife of Iraq War veteran Judith Chedville who serves in the Texas Army National Guard. The couple lives in Austin and Butler was turned away two weeks ago from Camp Mabry on the first day of registration for federal benefits in the federal Defense Enrollment Eligibility Reporting System (DEERS).

“Texas Military Forces voluntarily implements a host of federal benefits programs for all National Guard units in the state,” Castillo said. “To send married same-sex couples on a detour to register for federal benefits while imposing no such burden on other military families is discrimination, pure and simple.” He said no matter how minor the inconvenience, it departs from the promise of equality. “The discriminatory treatment of lesbian and gay spouses of service members, including those in the Army National Guard in Texas, is illegal. See United States v. Windsor,” Castillo wrote in his letter to Nichols.

He argued it’s also detrimental to good order, discipline and morale, and fails to give all soldiers dignity and respect, which are guiding principles of the military.

Meanwhile, the American Civil Liberties Union and American Military Partners Association want the Department of Defense to step in. A petition asking the Department of Defense to intervene is on the ACLU website.


Paul Castillo, staff attorney in the Dallas office of Lambda Legal, said he is representing Alicia Butler, the wife of Iraq War veteran Judith Chedville who serves in the Texas Army National Guard. The couple lives in Austin and Butler was turned away two weeks ago from Camp Mabry on the first day of registration for federal benefits in the federal Defense Enrollment Eligibility Reporting System (DEERS).

Butler, who has a 6-month-old baby, said she hasn’t been able to get up to Fort Hood, 70 miles away, to register yet. “We urged them to reverse their position,” Castillo said. “At this point all options are on the table.”

He said no decisions have been made about a next step, but Lambda Legal requested a response within 10 days. Castillo would not talk about possible future litigation but that option is being considered.

After Texas refused to register same-sex spouses into the system, Mississippi and Louisiana followed suit at state offices, but apparently were continuing to register on Guard bases. This week, Oklahoma has decided to stop registering same-sex spouses. And Florida has dodged the question. Florida’s National Guard asked its attorney general for an opinion, which he declined to issue.

Castillo called the ID spouses acquire through the DEERS system the gateway to all other benefits. That includes being the point of contact should the military spouse be injured or killed in the line of duty.

“Texas Military Forces voluntarily implements a host of federal benefits programs for all National Guard units in the state,” Castillo said. “To send married same-sex couples on a detour to register for federal benefits while imposing no such burden on other military families is discrimination, pure and simple.” He said no matter how minor the inconvenience, it departs from the promise of equality. “The discriminatory treatment of lesbian and gay spouses of service members, including those in the Army National Guard in Texas, is illegal. See United States v. Windsor,” Castillo wrote in his letter to Nichols.

He argued it’s also detrimental to good order, discipline and morale, and fails to give all soldiers dignity and respect, which are guiding principles of the military.

Meanwhile, the American Civil Liberties Union and American Military Partners Association want the Department of Defense to step in. A petition asking the Department of Defense to intervene is on the ACLU website.

“The vast majority of funding for the National Guard comes from the federal government,” said AMPA spokeswoman Chris Rowzee. “Aircraft, trucks, tanks, they’re owned by the federal government so you think they’d have a say in it.” She said the false argument Texas is using is the state has a right to not use state assets to recognize a same-sex couple. But she said most of the full-time employees on guard bases are federal employees and DEERS is a federal computer system. State assets would not be touched.

Rowzee said she wondered what governors are thinking in an age of sequestration and closing of military bases when the Department of Defense could easily redeploy equipment to places that complied.

Finally, she said the order goes against all principles of military readiness.

The first step is to make sure the family is taken care of, Rowzee said, so the troops can focus on the mission at hand. She compared the situation to federal orders to desegregate the troops in the 1950s. A number of states objected to integrating their National Guard units.

“In the end, they had to comply,” she said. Lambda Legal agrees, hoping Texas will reverse course.

“Ultimately, we expect they will reconsider their position and treat same-sex spouses equally,” Castillo said.
Dallas Pride sees large crowd increase for 30th

No warnings for indecency after dress code shakeup, but police make 3 arrests for intoxication and are looking into officer’s conduct

DAVID TAFFET | Staff Writer
	taffet@dallasvoice.com

Despite a dress code controversy last week that seemed to overshadow the 30th anniversary of Dallas Pride, larger crowds turned out for festivities without any apparel-related incidents reported.

Police estimated that well over 32,000 people lined the parade route at that time. That number was a large increase after last year’s rained out parade brought in an estimated 25,000 people. A police helicopter flew over the area to shoot digital photographs to estimate crowd size during the height of the event.

Detective Sgt. Jeremy Liebbe, the gay DISD police officer in charge of security for Pride, said the total number of people who attended Pride is higher than his estimate because the number does not include those inside the clubs and other businesses along the route and doesn’t take into account those who came and went, watching a portion of the parade before heading off to Lee Park for the festival or leaving.

Liebbe said police made three arrests for public intoxication. Of the three arrested, he said, two were involved in fights.

“They begged to get attention,” he said. “They were cussing people out and we had to step in.”

He said police intervened in other incidents. Several additional people were temporarily detained until they calmed down, met friends and went home.

“As long as they’re safe and not driving a car, we’re happy,” he said.

One incident involving an officer is being investigated.

“One person was interfering with traffic control at Oak Lawn and Cedar Springs,” Liebbe said.

Witnesses along the parade route did not see how the incident began but saw the officer placing the man in a chokehold.

Damon Carver was among those who witnessed the officer dragging the man off the street.

“Look at him. He’s choking that guy,” he said.

He said the officer had his right hand around the man’s neck and pushed him to the curb in front of the Centrum. The incident happened quickly so he didn’t get a picture of the officer.
Buice’s fight for parole continues

Gay Houston man’s killer is still behind bars after two decades, but will he be released this year?

ANNA WAUGH | News Editor
waugh@dallasvoice.com

HOUSTON — Jon Buice has been in prison in South Texas since 1992, when he was sentenced to 45 years for the brutal gay-bashing murder of Houston banker Paul Broussard.

When his parole hearings come up, a media firestorm ensues as the LGBT community and Broussard’s mother, Nancy Rodriguez, fight to keep him locked up. But some people in the LGBT community, led by longtime Houston activist Ray Hill, have fought for Buice to be let out on parole.

That fight was won in 2011 when the parole board granted Buice parole and later reversed its decision based on new information. He was denied parole again last year, and will have a hearing on Sept. 24 for parole again.

Buice declined a request for a prison interview.

Aside from the recent controversy about Buice’s file, online discussions in recent years about the case have examined the benefit of forgiving Buice for Broussard’s murder and questioned why he’s still in jail.

Buice was one of 10 youths who drove to Houston from the suburb of The Woodlands in July 1991 after drinking and doing drugs. When they saw Broussard and two other men walking home from one of the area’s gay nightclubs, they began to shout insults at them before exiting their vehicles and attacking the three gay men.

The other two men managed to escape and run away, but Broussard was cornered by the gang. He was punched, kicked with steel-toed boots, hit with a nail-studded board and stabbed three times. Buice was the one who stabbed him and he’s the only one who remains incarcerated.

Emotional pleas from Broussard’s mother to keep him in prison at least 27 years, the age of Broussard when he was killed, and attention from the LGBT community and surrounding media coverage may be reasons for his continuing incarceration. However, many people convicted of similar offenses without bias motivation are paroled having served less time than Buice already has.

Nancy Rodriguez, Broussard’s mother, responded to a blog called Off the Kuff earlier this year, saying she is hardly the only one calling for Buice to remain incarcerated.

“They’re nothing against the gay and lesbian community whatsoever but they’ve been so outrageous. In their reporting of this case, we’re not speaking to any issue in it.”

In the interview with ABC 13, Habern said that he’s not only fighting the parole board, but politics and Kahan. Footage of Kahan was also shown of him telling a documentary film crew that a state lawmaker gave him the file to review.

Kahan did not return calls seeking comment.

But Habern told ABC that the infractions were for having an inappropriate relationship with a prison employee, hanging a clothesline in his cell after proper hours and having sunglasses in his cell without a commissary receipt.

Jon Buice
holding the man but posted on Facebook looking for anyone else who may have witnessed the incident and taken a picture.

Stephen Swartzendruber was among those who responded. He said he was standing on the Legacy of Love monument on the corner of Oak Lawn Avenue and Cedar Springs Road.

“[I] looked up to see this officer with a seemingly harmless guy in a chokehold as he was pushing him to the corner of the intersection,” he said. “I don’t know how this began, but the officer was using excessive force.”

Carver said he saw no weapons, no violence and no verbal exchange.

“Something happened before,” he said. But he agreed the response seemed excessive.

Liebbe said he was looking into the incident and asked those who witnessed it to contact him.

Fewer members of Dallas City Council participated than in any recent year. Council members Scott Griggs, Adam Medrano, Philip Kingston, Monica Alonzo, Rick Callahan, Sheffie Kadane and Tennell Atkins rode on the float that led the parade. Councilwoman Carolyn Davis sent one of her constituents in her place.

Two of the no-shows were due to the weekend coinciding with the Jewish holiday Yom Kippur. Mayor Mike Rawlings was out of town on business.

In addition, Rep. Marc Veasey walked with Stonewall Democrats of Dallas, the first time a congressman participated in the parade in recent memory. State Reps. Roberto Alonzo and Rafael Anchia, as well as a number of judges and candidates also marched with Stonewall.

This year’s parade featured more professionally designed floats and fewer pickups and cars than in previous years.

“For the 30th anniversary, we encouraged people to upgrade their entries,” Doughman said.

He called the Family Pride Zone in the Festival in Lee Park “an overwhelming success” with a larger-than-expected turnout.

Prizes for best entries were awarded in nine categories. The Round-Up Saloon won for best overall entry.

In addition, several Houston lawmakers helped advocate to keep Buice behind bars, including state Sen. Rodney Ellis, state Reps. Garnet Coleman, Jessica Farrar and Senfronia Thompson, as well as Congresswoman Sheila Jackson Lee.

Chuck Smith, executive director of statewide LGBT advocacy group Equality Texas, said the organization has always advocated for Buice to serve his entire 45-year sentence.

“This was an instance of a bias-motivated hate crime and a jury convicted him of that crime and sentenced him for that crime,” Smith said. “Given the nature of the crime, it continues to be our position that he serve the sentence that he received.”

Houston activist Ray Hill has questioned whether the attack was because of Broussard’s sexual orientation. When police wouldn’t investigate his murder, Hill said he organized the Houston LGBT community to make the media aware that a gay man was murdered and the community wanted justice.

“This was 1991. Weekend gay-bashing was not a rarity,” Hill said. “We solved that case not with the police’s help, but with the media.”

Hill said the “gay-bashing story is a creature of my invention” to gain the media’s attention for coverage, he said most of the LGBT community don’t know the facts of the story, adding that emotions have outweighed the facts.

Hill said Buice, who’s almost 40, has earned a master’s in psychology. He said he continues to hope every year that Buice is granted parole since he’s spent more than half his life in prison.

Asked if he thinks Buice will get out of prison this year, Hill said, “I hope so.”

Several Houston lawmakers helped advocate to keep Buice behind bars, including state Sen. Rodney Ellis, state Reps. Garnet Coleman, Jessica Farrar and Senfronia Thompson, as well as Congresswoman Sheila Jackson Lee.

Chuck Smith, executive director of statewide LGBT advocacy group Equality Texas, said the organization has always advocated for Buice to serve his entire 45-year sentence.

“This was an instance of a bias-motivated hate crime and a jury convicted him of that crime and sentenced him for that crime,” Smith said. “Given the nature of the crime, it continues to be our position that he serve the sentence that he received.”

Houston activist Ray Hill has questioned whether the attack was because of Broussard’s sexual orientation. When police wouldn’t investigate his murder, Hill said he organized the Houston LGBT community to make the media aware that a gay man was murdered and the community wanted justice.

“This was 1991. Weekend gay-bashing was not a rarity,” Hill said. “We solved that case not with the police’s help, but with the media.”

Hill said the “gay-bashing story is a creature of my invention” to gain the media’s attention for coverage, which led to Buice and the others being identified two weeks later.
Being more than gay

The delicate balancing act of showing people that my life isn’t totally defined by my sexual orientation

I often joke that I’m a professional gay. What I mean is that I have this here regular LGBT column, I’ve written a book on communication about LGBT issues, and I’m a host on IMRU, the longest continually running LGBT-themed radio show in the country. I’m totally out, obviously, and presumably just as proud. With a few small exceptions, my public life is totally queer.

Except that I still get kind of embarrassed to tell straight people about it. I’m quick to point out that it just happens that I’m doing all this gay-themed stuff and that I’d really like to stretch out a bit and write about other things that are important to me, like the history of free speech law or the Beatles. So when I tell people, “I’m a professional gay,” I’m saying it with a smile, a bit of irony and absolutely no gravitas. I’m meaning, “I’m much more than a lesbian, really I am. I’m so chill about it that half the time I forget I’m gay. Please don’t think I’m one of those people who can’t get past it.”

Ugh. Now I’m ashamed of being ashamed.

As I sat down to write this week’s column, I got stuck scrutinizing this knee-jerk embarrass-ment and questioning my sense of pride — or lack thereof. Instead of writing about anything worthwhile, I detoured into flagellating myself for being a hypocrite and a bad, bad lesbian. And having accomplished nothing, I gave up and tuned into a Law and Order: SVU rerun instead. (May I briefly observe that Law and Order is like the ramen noodle package in the back of your cupboard? You’re hungry, nothing’s in the fridge except salsa and limp celery, and suddenly ramen noodles seem palatable.) It was a ghastly episode from earlier this year, all about pathologically somber, bland-attired, tortured lesbians protesting the patriarchy and who only know how to be angry. Not a wisecracker or Olivia party cruise habitué in the bunch — if you don’t count the unintentionally hilari-ous casting of Kathy Griffin as the closeted bisexual who hits on absolutely everyone she meets.

I shouldn’t be surprised. These are some seriously ingrained old tropes, going all the way back to the invention of media. I’m just amazed that no one whipped out a cigar and cracked a beer open with her teeth. While SVU researchers did somehow manage to dig out the apparently real existence of a small lesbian subgroup called “aggressives” (who knew? I didn’t, though I’m guessing that SVU isn’t really the best source of information on these badasses), they completely missed the boat when it came to portraying your more typical lesbian: lesbians who are con-cerned about our state of affairs in society AND whose lives aren’t completely ruled by this feeling. You know, three-dimensional people. We can even poke fun at ourselves. To wit: I’m a professional gay. It doesn’t pay much, if you were curious.

This was the medicine I needed. I realized that I’m not ashamed of being gay at all. Nor am I ashamed of anything I’ve written about it either, except the occasional typo. I’m just always aware that of this entrenched idea out there that lesbians, by definition, have massive chips on our shoulders about it, and therefore that our sexuality completely defines us.

Where I tripped up was by confusing the fact that my personal identity is comprised of lots of parts — including being a lesbian, as well as being a word wonk, Beatles geek and a lawyer — with thinking I needed to downplay my fabulous lesbian self. By contrast, I don’t feel inclined to downplay my word wonkiness because people haven’t seriously messed up and destructive stereotypes about how word wonks only ever care about Scrabble or that Beatles nuts will try to convert your children (which I will indeed try to do if given the chance). But I shouldn’t downplay any of it.

Sometimes, though, I admit that I feel ashamed about being a lawyer. Maybe it’s time for The Good Wife to start again.

Abby is a civil rights attorney-turned-author who has been in the LGBT rights trenches for 25-plus years. She can be reached through her web-site: queertonquestionsstraighttalk.com
culture clash

When Joshua Peugh graduated from Southern Methodist University with a degree in dance in 2006, he accepted a plum position with a renowned ballet company. The thing was, the troupe was in Korea. Still, that didn’t deter him a bit.

“This loved living in Korea,” he gushes about his six years there. He was accustomed to living in culturally diverse surroundings. Peugh grew up in Las Cruces, N.M., less than an hour from the Mexican border, and was exposed to Latin culture early.

“Hispanic culture is similar to Korean culture because family is No. 1 — it’s about the group more than the individual,” he says. The choreographer in him might even call it esprit de corps.

But when the Fort Worth dance legend called Peugh in late 2011 and invited him to join his new company, the Bruce Wood Dance Project, he decided it was a good time to return to friends and family in Texas.

“It was a job I could not turn down, but I really connected with Korean culture,” he says.

Earlier this summer, Peugh left BWDP — not to form his own company, but to present its American debut.

Peugh started Dark Circles Contemporary Dance in Seoul three years ago, and even after he left Korea, the company continued. It makes its U.S. debut in Fort Worth this week. And like its Asian counterpart, this company reflects Peugh’s own pan-continental sensibilities: Korean themes and music filtered through the eyes of an American expatriate.

Peugh has some unique perspectives on that dichotomy — how Americans perceive themselves versus how much of the world does — from his stint overseas. After he personally observed American soldiers throwing bottles at an old Korean man and heckling him to “speak English,” he “made it a specific point to stop meeting ex-pats and westerners and spend all my time with the Koreans,” he says. “Some — the older generation — would say, ‘We love Americans — they helped us during the war, I have friends who are American.’ The opposite was a man [who assaulted me] when they found out I was American. I think we are geniuses at self-deception — we view ourselves very differently. That’s kind of what my new work is about.”

One of the works, which Peugh was working on while with BWDP and inspired by his Korean experience, was originally called The Great American Shit Show. He has since changed that.

“I realized it was more important to get people in to see it than to make a political point [with the title],” he says. “Most of the time, when I’m making a dance [I’m] trying to figure out an issue I’m working on in my life. Everyone brings their own perspective and experiences to the table. That’s why I never include program notes — I don’t want to tell people what it’s about.”

The piece, he stresses, is not in itself “traditional” Korean dance, as Peugh is not himself Korean. It’s a hybrid.

“People have this idea of Korea either as rice paddy where we had a war or think of Korea as only North Korea with this crazy guy with a nuclear weapon. That wasn’t the Korea I love and wanted to show it was something beautiful. I’m using traditional Korean music and some Korean movement, but that’s not my culture — it’s my perspective of that culture. So I mix it with drum-line music, which helps me decide how I fit in these two worlds,” he says. Peugh is even working with a Fort Worth-based costume designer who is unfamiliar with native fabrics, which he’s embracing to make this an American work as well as one with Asian influences.

(Most of his dancers are local, the one veteran of the Korean company has created an American premiere piece called Fighting Games for this production.)

Peugh has high hopes for Dark Circles’ American arm, but his aspirations aren’t to headline at the Winspear in two years. His aesthetic is more intimate than that.

“I’m interested in smaller black box theaters, not the proscenium houses,” he says of his decision to debut at the Fort Worth Community Arts Center. “The patrons that go to see dance performances [in most companies in the U.S.] are white women 45 to 55; our audiences in Korea were young professionals and students. That’s who I want to cultivate. With dance, you’re building something with the audience. If you can be closer physically to the work, you will be more involved in it.”

And, he hopes, that narrower divide will unite not just artist and patron, but our different worlds.

ARNO LD WAYNE JONES | Life+Style Editor
jones@dallasvoice.com

HEAD OVERSEAS | Choreographer Joshua L. Peugh, who spent six years dancing in Korea, brings what he learned as an ex-pat to the American debut of his Dark Circles dance company. (Photo by Sergio Garcia)
Mitchell Gold and Bob Williams live in North Carolina, so the Red State phenomenon they encounter when visiting Texas is nothing new to them.

“I [love] how in North Carolina, they spent millions of dollars to deny me the right to file joint income tax returns with [my husband] Tim, and then the Supreme Court says, ‘Yes, they can’ — federally, if not with the state,” Gold says. It’s a little bit of poetic justice.

To the general public, Gold and his business partner Bob Williams are best known as designers of high-end but uber-comfy fashion furnishings, but in the gay blogosphere, Gold is just as popular for his vocal opinions about gay rights (especially support for gay youth) and his involvement in political causes. Indeed, neither of them shirk from including a dose of the gay in their luxe showrooms.

Case in point: Their Uptown store has an oversized print of Bette Midler singing live … at the Continental Baths. (“Most people don’t even realize it, until you notice the [audience member] wearing only a towel,” Gold says.)

Like Kenneth Cole, Mitchell Gold+Bob Williams has a corporate identity that does shy away from their embrace of humanity — and that includes gay people. It also included everyone’s backides.

“Ever since we started in 1989, we have been known for comfort,” Gold explains during a visit to North Texas to open his new showroom in Plano. “I think people today want more comfort. They tend to think much differently about furniture than they used to.”

Gold attributes some of that to reality shows like Project Runway; like the apparel industry, the furniture business follows seasons. The new fall collection of Mitchell Gold+Bob Williams — who they describe as “a little more glamorous, a little dressier,” with hints of Calvin Klein and Christian Dior in the finishes — was just released. And as with clothing, it tweaks the conventions and styles for something new.

“Some stores have new things every week or every month — we don’t do that,” Gold says. “A lot of our customers come in the fall to see what’s new … and maybe pick up some pieces.” They’ll do it all over again in February for the spring collection.

Certainly that’s been the case with the new Plano store, which had a soft opening in August prior to its grand opening earlier this month. Already, the owners have been impressed by the traffic they have received from Metroplex suburbanites.

“Normally a new store takes a few months [to catch on], but it has been a hit right out of the box,” Gold says. “I think they like not having to drive to Dallas [to check us out].”

It may be because the brand’s reputation precedes it. Whenever they open a new showroom (the Plano branch is the third in Texas; earlier this summer, a Houston location opened in the Highland Village area), Gold and Mitchell fly newcomers to the company to the factory in North Carolina for Comfort College to teach them “the DNA of the company — not just how the furniture is put together, but marketing, what style sense to put forward with each season,” and how to deal with customers. “There’s a real discipline that comes with keeping the great experience of shopping with us.”

And with the owners committed to gay rights, it’s an experience that pays dividends in more ways than one.

Mitchell Gold+Bob Williams is now open at The Shops at Willow Bend, Plano.
Competition is fiercer than ever for DJs today. Seems anyone with an iPhone thinks he can mix a beat.

It wasn’t always like that. When Out magazine named Joe Gauthreaux Hottest DJ of the Year in 2005, it was a very different world in music. Back then, Gauthreaux’s sound was primarily vocal house mixed with tribal and melodic trance.

Today, in order to stay ahead of the pack, he’s had to switch things up a bit. He doesn’t mind. “The worst thing a DJ can do is get stuck in a certain sound for too long,” Gauthreaux says. “If you don’t change with the sound, you’ll get left behind.”

That’s why, on some nights, Gauthreaux will spin a full on banging tribal set; on others, he plays anthems and electronic tracks. “I’m always trying to incorporate new beats and sounds into my set to keep the momentum going on my dance floor,” he says. Because that’s the other thing: Crowds are forever changing. There are always new people to win over.

“Whatever the event, I want people to think the experience was worth the cover charge and the long line they waited on to get in.”

At the end of the night, the main job of any great DJ is to make sure clubbers have fun. That’s what Gauthreaux will be working toward when he spins at Dallas’ Red Party Saturday.

We sat down with the sexy spin doctor to get his feel for the current music scene — and what he might bring to Dallas.

— Mark Sanford

Dallas Voice: How did you go from club DJ to remixing for the likes of Justin Bieber?

Gauthreaux: After DJing for about 10 years, I knew I really wanted to take things up a notch. I’ve always wanted to produce my own stuff but was so busy touring that I never took the time. I finally decided to make the time.

How do you remix a track?

I start with an a capella [track] and build layer by layer. A remixer is basically reproducing the song, using different beats, chords, sounds, drums, keys — all that stuff. It’s a very long process to go from someone’s raw vocal to a full mix.

Did the final product of your ‘Boyfriend’ remix surprise you?

I was really happy with that mix and so proud with how it turned out. Of course, listening to it now, I would do it so differently. I like to think I’m always growing as a producer.

Do your remixes have a signature sound?

Not exactly. I try to make them all sound different. I let the track guide me.

Who has been your biggest inspiration?

Peter Rauhofer. He’s my inspiration for remixing. The way he made each mix sound so different, yet you could always tell a Peter Rauhofer mix.

Favorite diva?

Madonna. We have the same birthday!

What’s your number one song of all time?

“Where Love Lives” by Alison Limerick. It’s a classic piano house track from the ’90s and still holds up to this day.

What TV show are you most looking forward to this fall?

Scandal on ABC. It’s my guilty pleasure show.

Favorite spot in Dallas?

My friends’ houses. I have so many friends in Dallas. It’s nice to visit their homes and not feel like a stranger.

What’s one thing you wish you knew how to do?

I wish I would have taken piano lessons as a kid. It’s hard to learn as an adult.

If you could change one thing about yourself, what would it be?

I wish I could manage my time better. I think I do OK, but I feel like I’m in a constant struggle to get everything done.

What’s in your fridge right now?

My fridge is always pretty well stocked with Trader Joe’s and Whole Foods. I’m definitely an eat-at-home kind of guy.

Fun fact about you?

I’m a huge Apple tech head. All my friends call me when they need help with their iPhones or computers. I know them pretty much inside and out.
David Sedaris is one of the funniest, and most popular, essayists of the last two decades, so it’s always been strange that his work has rarely been adapted to other media: A stage version is his novelette *The Santaland Diaries* (of which he disapproved), and a handful of plays co-written with his sister Amy, and that’s about it. To enjoy his work, you need to read it (or better yet, see him read it live, which you can do at Bass Hall in November).

So for Sedaris fans, the release of *C.O.G.* is a reason to celebrate: The first-ever film adaptation of one of his stories. (It played at the Dallas International Film Festival earlier this year.)

Is it among his best — or even representative of Sedaris’ bitter, snide style? Not really. But there is much to enjoy in this picaresque about David (Jonathan Groff, of *Glee* and *Spring Awakening*), an over-privileged millennial. In an act of defiance from his Connecticut parents and Ivy League education, and in a mistaken romantic gesture, he sets out on a bus to Oregon, changes his name to Samuel and gets a job as the only Anglo picking fruit in an orchard: It’s *The Cider House Rules* meets *The Grapes of Wrath* meets *Catcher in the Rye*.

David meets a coterie of strange personalities — the orchard’s brittle owner (Dean Stockwell, looking ghostly and frail), a crabby sorter at the apple factory (Dale Dickey), a creepy forklift operator (Corey Stoll), a street preacher (Denis O’Hare, of *True Blood* and *American Horror Story*) — all of whom seem more foreign to him. But really, he’s the outsider.

It’s not an unfamiliar structure — from *Northern Exposure* to Martin Scorsese’s *After Hours* — and while the setting is unique, not much else is. Director/writer Kyle Patrick Alvarez veers toward sentimentality and melodrama when more laughs would work better. And the religious conversion theme feels false if not an outright betrayal of Sedaris’ snarkiness.

Still, there are some droll throwaways: David trying to feed cows a piece of roast beef (unaware of the cannibalistic implications); silencing a noisy Jesus-freak with an atheist rant; encountering a co-worker’s collection of dildos.

Groff is a placid presence, reacted on more than reactive, and O’Hare and Stoll get the showier parts, but the performance style overall is as subdued and low-key as the murky palette of the Pacific Northwest.

*C.O.G.* isn’t the Sedaris movie devotees have been waiting for. But it is something, and entertaining as far as it goes. That’s a start.
Altar Boyz is a conceptually simple show that must be a bitch to pull off. For 85 breezy minutes, a Christian boy band, on the final stop of its Raise the Praise Tour, tries to convert lost souls in the audience to salvation. Will you be saved? It's an interactive experience, with “hallelujahs” and “amens” and “testifies” … or it should be when it works. If the audience doesn’t get the premise, it’s just a lot of jokes about boy bands. And God. And you risk a lot jok ing about God in Texas.

The audience at the opening night of Theatre Arlington’s rollicking production seemed about half into it, half not quite sure what to make of it. At least during the first half. By the end, they were preaching to the converted.

Altar Boyz may seem to walk a razor wire between mocking religious devotion and respecting it, but really, the target of its satiric barbs are boy bands themselves. Sure, there are jokes about abstinence and “hip” ways to make prayer seem “bad-ass kewl, yo!” but it’s all in service of the clichés of pop music.

The cast of five — clueless heartthrob Matthew (Matt Purvis), flamboyant closet case Mark (Phillip Cole White), bad-boy JT wannabe Luke (Dalton Hutto), sexy Latin Juan (Angel Velasco) and the sensible Jewish member (Tim McCarthy) (he writes all of the songs, strangely enough) — represent their types with such laser-pointed accuracy, most of the time they don’t even need to say anything to get a chuckle: The jewel-toned jumpsuits, the white-boy gangsta “throwing signs,” the corny flirtation with female audience members … if it were any cheesier, your ticket would come with a plate of water crackers.

To make it work, though, not only requires a director who knows how to mock modern music culture, but who understands, and actors who can embody it. Andy Baldwin taps into that with his gifted cast, allowing them to roam free, like wildlife at a rave. White’s Mark is the gayest I’ve seen (this is my fourth version of this show) — his flame burns so bright it’s no wonder they sometimes wear sunglasses indoors — but everyone is spot-on, despite abominable sound problems opening night.

The campy score is one of the most hilarious in recent musical history, with catchy pop hooks and lyrics ripe with double entendres. It’s a show the devout can enjoy with the doubters, a fluffy marshmallow of a show with heart.
Deen and Deen at MetroCooking show

Paula Deen has had her P.R. problems lately, but that won’t stop the indomitable queen of butter and deep-frying from appearing onstage in Dallas this weekend ... and since she’ll be doing a demo alongside her hunky son Bobby, pictured, we can forgive anything. The Deens are just some of the celebs to appear at the second annual MetroCooking Dallas show, a feast for those who feast.


Jaston Williams leaves Tuna for Twain and a ‘Big River’

Most folks know Jaston Williams, right, as co-creator of the Greater Tuna plays. Williams has retired from touring with the Tuna characters, but that doesn’t mean he’s given up acting. He’s leading a fine cast (including David Coffee, left) in Casa Manana’s production of the Tony Award-winning musical Big River, based on Huckleberry Finn. The tuneful, joyous show plays for two weekends at the House of Tomorrow.


Perot Museum looks at Animals Inside Out

Anyone who remembers the Body Worlds exhibit at Fair Park many years ago will be familiar with the process that makes up Animals Inside Out, the first-ever traveling exhibition to be mounted by the nearly year-old Perot Museum of Nature and Science. Showing the skeletal structures, musculature, circulatory and nervous systems of everything from giant squids to reindeer to human beings, the exhibit is as informative and fascinating as it is unnerving at times. You’ll never be able to look at your cat the same way again.


$2 MARGARITAS 4PM-CLOSE

*S Food purchase required. Sunday-Monday 4pm-close

Mario’s
Mexican & Salvadorian Restaurant

5404 Lemmon Ave.
Dallas, TX 75209
214-599-9744

BEAUTY without age limits

Sculptura Botox Dysport Perlane Restylane

Call Today to Restore Your Youth!

Steven M. Pounders, MD
214.520.8833 • 3500 Oak Lawn #600
**Wednesday Night is now LEATHER NIGHT!!**
Show your leather at the door and get $5 OFF!

**Tuesday - 1/2 Price Rooms ALL DAY 8am-Midnight!**

**Thursday - 1/2 Price Lockers ALL DAY 8am-Midnight!**

18-24 yr old $10 ALL DAY EVERYDAY now FREE on FRIDAY!!

**DJ plays afterhours every Saturday night/Sunday morning at 2am!**
Sunday Buffets by Black Eyed Pea every Sunday at 1pm!

**GET YOUR BOI ON | DJ Casey Alva spins at the Boi Thursdays mixer at Winston’s Supperclub.**

**ARTSWEK: NOW PLAYING**

**THEATER**


**Peter and the Starcatcher.** The Tony Award-winning hit, a riff on Peter Pan, comes to the Winspear from the Lexus Broadway Series. Reviewed this week. Winspear Opera House, 2403 Flora St. Sept. 17–29. ATTPAC.org.

**A Raisin in the Sun.** Dallas Theater Center presents the acclaimed classic by lesbian author Lorraine Hansberry about an African-American family striving for the American Dream. Wyly Theatre, 2400 Flora St. Through Oct. 27. DallasTheaterCenter.org.


**FINE ART**


**DINING**

**Addison Oktoberfest starts in September, with authentic Munich biergarten style food and drink. 4970 Addison Circle Drive. Through Sept. 22. Free–$10. AddisonTexas.net.**

**this week’s solution**

**SLAAP**
**POOF**
**ALPHA**
**TOFU**
**EPSS**
**MILAN**
**ISLE**
**PEAT**
**IVANA**
**GEORGE**
**CLOONEY**
**MIA**
**TA**
**PROFU**
**SE**
**ATTORNEY**
**Grapes**
**TEXAS**
**STAT**
**MICHAEL**
**KEATON**
**CARL**
**STILL**
**PROOF**
**ADMIRERS**
**RENT**
**OUT**
**EERIE**
**CHRISTIAN**
**BALE**
**CELI**
**ARCS**
**ASIS**
**CLANG**
**ROOK**
**TENT**
**RIDGE**
**SUN**
**S E R G O**
SATURDAY 09.21

COMMUNITY
Lone Star Ride Casino Night. This fundraising Vegas Night event features blackjack, poker, roulette and more, benefiting AIDS Outreach Center, ASD and RCD. Gilley’s, 1315 S. Lamar St. 7–10 p.m. $15. LoneStarRide.org.

THEATER

FINE ARTS

DINING

SUNDAY 09.22

WORSHIP
Cathedral of Hope. Traditional service at the United Church of Christ congregation. 5910 Cedar Springs Road. 9 a.m. and 11 a.m. CathedralOfHope.com.

The ONE Church, 5427 Philip Ave. Services 6 p.m. Dallas1Church.org.

THURSDAY 09.26

THEATER
Assassins. Just in time for the 50th anniversary of the Kennedy assassination, Theatre 3 mounts Stephen Sondheim’s acclaimed musical about infamous killers, including Oswald. Theatre 3, 2900 Routh St. in the Quadrangle. Sept. 26–Oct. 27 (in previews through Oct. 29). Theatre3Dallas.com.

DANCE

FASHION
Best Dressed Dallas. The Galleria and DFW Style Daily present this celebration of Big D’s most fashionable, which includes several gay fashionistas. Steve Kemble hosts. Galleria Mall, Dallas Tollway at LBJ. 6–9 p.m. $50. BestDressed2013.eventbrite.com.

COMMUNITY
Outrageous Oral. The Dallas Way presents volume 7 in the series about Dallas’ gay history. The Rose Room at Station 4, 3911 Cedar Springs Road. 7–9 p.m. Free.

Boi Thursday. DJ Casey Alva spins at this gay mixer. Winston’s Supperclub, 3111 Welborn Ave, Suite 110. 9 p.m.–1 a.m. No cover.

‘Peter’ principals

A few seasons ago we got the umpteenth tour of Peter Pan; this summer, we had Fly, the new sequel, and now, barely a month later, Peter and the Starcatcher, a prequel to the same source material. What accounts for all this—quilmania? Have our playwrights simply run out of fresh ideas?

Rick Elice, who wrote Peter and the Starcatcher, clearly hasn’t—he’s just looked around for clever, old ways to express them. The conceit of the production is its brazen theatricality; like the Dallas Theatre Center’s annual Christmas Carol, the characters spend as much time talking to the audience, explaining their thinking and backstories, as they do each other. It could be a tired device, but the directors, Roger Rees and Alex Timbers, have decided to tell the story with such old-school music-hall brashness, it never seems to: Sets are improvised with bits of rope; costumes (including corny mermaid dresses complete with coconut-style brassieres, pictured) look cobbled together from scraps and Dumpster leftovers; rough seas are approximated, as they do each other. It’s all so fake and so silly, and yet so joyously theatrical. Even during the rare moments when the antics and sight gags don’t work, Elice’s brilliant workplay, punning and snappy wisecracks come flying at you as nimbly as a knife-throwing act. You fail to pay attention at your peril.

But you’ll want to pay attention. The smattering of songs are sprightly and smart, the color palette brashly dask in Act 1, garishly eye-popping in Act 2. And the tight cast of 15 actors (who play, among the many humans, gods, crocodiles, ocean waves and Tinkerbell) each dazzle you with their versatility. You do need to groove into their over-the-top, children’s theater style, but—as when John Sanders, playing the villainous Black Stache (a cross between Groucho Marx and John Cleese), finds 65 different ways to scream “Oh my God” after getting his hand cut off...well, you’ve never heard three words said so amazingly over and over again. Give that man a hand—he’ll need it. And one to the rest of those responsible for this delightful romp.

— Arnold Wayne Jones
Choke Up on the Batman

Solution on page 20

Across
1 Smack on the butt, e.g.
5 Gay guy, in Brit slang
9 Top, in a hierarchy
14 It’s a curd in the kitchen
15 Omar of ER
16 City of Da Vinci’s Last Supper
17 Lesbos, e.g.
18 Moss in Jamie O’Neill’s country
19 Trump ex
20 Batman & Robin star
23 Sporty Mazda
24 Abundant
27 Matt Coles, for one
31 Fruits that gets stomped
32 Dallas setting
34 Sports figure?
35 Batman Returns star
40 Clergyman Bean
41 Moonshine maker
42 Test photos
45 Many gays, to Madonna
50 Lease
52 Queer, to straights
53 The Dark Knight star
57 Elizabeth Perkins’ role in Weeds
59 They aren’t straight
60 One way to buy an item
61 Trolley sound in a Garland song
62 Castle in a board game
63 Big top, e.g.
64 Fingerprint part
65 Enjoys South Beach
66 And so

Down
1 Homosexuality, in some cultures
2 Go nuts
3 On the water
4 ___ Rico
5 Cartoon skunk Le Pew
6 Crude cartel
7 Lesbian character in She’s Gotta Have It
8 Size of Mapplethorpe’s opening
9 Tchaikovsky’s Piano Trio in ___
10 Party day and night
11 Try to seduce
12 Dynasty long before the Carringtons
13 Writer Castillo
21 Brooks of country
22 URL ending
25 Penn of Milk
26 Mass. setting
28 PBS helper
29 Former lovers
30 Site where Franklin, Winston, and Josef came together
33 Fail to grip the road
35 Horse that isn’t hung like a horse
36 Like a good alibi
37 Edith Head designed it
38 It spreads its limbs
39 Mork, for one
40 Putting your mouth on a stranger, perhaps
43 Search for food
44 ___ generis
46 Sales incentive
47 Rubber
48 Stirring up
49 Is responsible for
51 Peter I, and more
54 Drop ___ (moon)
55 PC picture
56 Seeks answers
57 “Suzie Q” band
58 Cole Porter, for one
A weekend of entertainment at Sue Ellen’s begins with Kickback on Sept. 20 and continues with Ciao Bella on Sept. 21 and Barefoot Hippies on Sept. 22. … Celebrate the release of Madonna’s MDNA World Tour DVD release at The Rose Room on Sept. 20. Then Miss Texas FPI is crowned on Sept. 22. … Hog Goes Wild on Sept. 22 with all new light shows at S4 on Sept. 22. … JR’s Bar & Grill launches Get Wet Wednesdays on Sept. 24 with a debut album release party for the new CD from Krewella. … Her Most Imperial Majesty Empress XXV, Iwanna Mann Winchester and The Imperial Court de Fort Worth/Arlington presents the eighth annual Black and White Ball at Best Friends Club on Sept. 21 with a buffet, silent auction and show. Black and white state attire requested. … Cowtown Leathermen have a cookout at Club Reflection on Sept. 22. Later that evening is a customer and organizational turnabout show. … Free beginner dance lessons begin at 8:30 p.m. every Tuesday at the Round-Up Saloon. … DFW Leather Corps holds a seminar at Dallas Eagle on Sept. 21. That evening the United Court of the Lone Star Empire stages a candidate event. Leather Knights turn-about show Camp-A-Lot features members in a hairy, manly kind of gender-bender show on Sept. 22 benefiting Leather Knights Charities and AIDS Interfaith Network. Beyond Vanilla holds a mixer and registration at the bar on Sept. 26. The event takes place Sept. 27-29 at the Crowne Plaza Downtown. … Laugh Out Loud with hot hits and comedy clips with DJ Stittle every Friday at 10 p.m. at Woody’s Sports & Video Bar. … Join the weekly darts tournament at the Hidden Door every Monday at 9:30 p.m. … Poker Thursdays begin at 7:30 p.m. at The Brick/Joes. … Crystal Ramon performs at Alexandre’s on Sept. 20. Jason Huff takes the mike on Sept. 21. Gary Floyd and Denise Lee appear on Sept. 26.
Armando and Jack at Station 4.

Friends at BJ’s NXS!

James and Angel at the Round-Up Saloon.

Teen Pride event at Dallas Pride.

Executive directors of the Alan Ross Texas Freedom Parade at the Round-Up Saloon.

Patrick at the Festival in Lee Park. Friends during Dallas Pride.

Jessica at Sue Ellen’s.

James and Angel at the Round-Up Saloon.

Chip, Rick, Michael, Larry, Bryan and Pudge at the Hidden Door.

Jenni P at ilume at Dallas Pride. Kristy and Chad at JR.’s Bar & Grill.

A weekend of entertainment at Sue Ellen’s begins with Kickback on Sept. 20 and continues with Ciao Bella on Sept. 21 and Barefoot Hippies on Sept. 22. Celebrate the release of Madonna’s MDNA World Tour DVD re-release at The Rose Room on Sept. 20. Then Miss Texas FFI is crowned on Sept. 22. Hog Goes Wild on Sept. 22 with all new light shows at S4 on Sept. 22. JR.’s Bar & Grill launches Get Wet Wednesdays on Sept. 24 with a debut album release party for the new CD from Krewella.

Her Most Imperial Majesty Empress XXVI, Iwanna Winchester and The Imperial Court de Fort Worth/Arlington presents the eighth annual Black and White Ball at Best Friends Club on Sept. 21 with a buffet, silent auction and show. Black and white state attire requested.

Cowtown Leathermen have a cookout at Club Reflection on Sept. 22. Later that evening is a customer and organizational turnabout show.

Free beginner dance lessons begin at 8:30 p.m. every Tuesday at the Round-Up Saloon.

DFW Leather Corps holds a seminar at Dallas Eagle on Sept. 21. That evening the United Court of the Lone Star Empire stages a candidate event.

Leather Knights turn-about show Camp-A-Lot features members in a hairy, manly kind of gender-bender show on Sept. 22 benefiting Leather Knights Charities and AIDS Interfaith Network.

Beyond Vanilla holds a mixer and registration at the bar on Sept. 26. The event takes place Sept. 27–29 at the Crowne Plaza Downtown.

Laugh Out Loud with hot hits and comedy clips with DJ Skittle every Friday at 10 p.m. at Woody’s Sports & Video Bar.

Join the weekly darts tournament at the Hidden Door every Monday at 9:30 p.m.

Poker Thursdays begin at 7:30 p.m. at The Brick/Joes.


To view more Scene photos, go to DallasVoice.com/Category/Photos.
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REAL ESTATE
Realtors

HOT MARKET. COOL REALTOR.
Chase Huddleston
Realtor

214-930-9582
chase@claystapp.com
claystapp.com

GREG HOOVER
Classifieds Account Manager

PHONE: 214.754.8710
EXT. 123

FAX: 214.969.7271

E-MAIL: hoover@dallasvoice.com

BUSTER
Classifieds Promotion Specialist

PHONE: 214.754.8710

FAX: 214.969.7271

E-MAIL: classifieds@dallasvoice.com

DALLAS VOICE
THE GAY DEN
DALLAS, TX

WWW.DALLASVOICE.COM
WWW.DALLASVOICE.COM
WWW.DALLASVOICE.COM

www.dallasvoice.com/classy
dallasvoice.com/classy

DVSRealty.biz
214.522.5232
dallasvoice.com

REPRESENTING SELLERS & BUYERS FOR 20 PLUS YEARS
SUSAN MELNICK, VIRGINIA COOK, REALTORS

The Melnick Real Estate Team
TCP Team 2011 & 2012
214-460-5565
smelnick@viginiaCook.com
smelnick.com
5950 Sherry Ln.
Ste. 110
Dallas, TX 75225

Representing Sellers & Buyers
FOR 20 PLUS YEARS
SUSAN MELNICK, VIRGINIA COOK, REALTORS

The Melnick Real Estate Team
TCP Team 2011 & 2012
214-460-5565
smelnick@viginiaCook.com
smelnick.com
5950 Sherry Ln.
Ste. 110
Dallas, TX 75225

Representing Sellers & Buyers
FOR 20 PLUS YEARS
SUSAN MELNICK, VIRGINIA COOK, REALTORS

The Melnick Real Estate Team
TCP Team 2011 & 2012
214-460-5565
smelnick@viginiaCook.com
smelnick.com
5950 Sherry Ln.
Ste. 110
Dallas, TX 75225
**EMPLOYMENT**

**STYLIST WANTED**
Station Rental Available
Lease Specials!!! Call or come by.
Salon Aura on the Strip.
3910 Cedar Springs Rd.
Dallas TX 75219
214-443-0454

AIDS Arms, Inc. is seeking a full-time Eligibility Coordinator. Interested candidates should complete online application at https://aidsarms.com/companycareersite.com/www.aidsarms.org.

All Occasions Florist is looking for full time & part time help for an entry level floral designer. Call or come by.
3428 Oak Lawn Ave, Dallas, TX 75219.
214-528-0898

**STYLIST WANTED**

**INSURANCE**

**Get a new lease on renters insurance.**

Just pennies a day.
Did you know your landlord’s insurance only covers the building? Protect your stuff. There’s no reason to take a chance. Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there. CALL ME TODAY.

Scott Beseda, Agent
4411 Lemmon Ave, Ste 203
Dallas, TX 75219
Bus: 214-219-6610
scottbeseda.com

**MARRIAGE**

**GETTING’ HITCHED?**

Let everyone know!!!

Put Your Marriage Announcement Here.

**PETS**

**animal Diagnostic Clinic**

**Little Fish in a Big Pond?**

Dallas Voice Classifieds Can Change That.

214-754-8710
Greg ext 123

**COMPUTER CONSULTANT**

PC HELP

N E T W O R K S U P P O R T

— VIRUS REMOVAL - $50/HR.

www.pyattconsulting.com

Cell: 214-228-4617

**TRAVEL**

**Shreveport Bed & Breakfast**

**Fairfield Place**
Bed & Breakfast
S H R E V E P O R T , L A.
318-208-3546
2221 FAIRFIELD AVENUE

S99/NIGHT + Dallas Voice Sept. Special
Includes Delicious Southern Treats

**CRUISES & LAND GROUP SPECIALISTS**

Gettin’ Hitched?
Let everyone know!!!

Put Your Marriage Announcement Here.

**STATE FARM INSURANCE**

**DISCOUNT RATES WITHOUT DISCOUNT SERVICES • 214-219-6610**
IF SOMEONE IS BULLYING YOU PLEASE tell your school teachers, principle, counselors, and parents. After it is proven that the person you turned in is a bully then you will receive a $100 reward from Debra’s Bully Busters. Negative name calling and harassment about sexual orientation or anything else is harmful to all of our children. Whether they are gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, or straight. We are working to raise money now. Please contact me on Facebook anytime at Debra Henry – Wear.

NEW HEIGHTS EVERY NIGHT DON’T LET ED GET IN THE WAY OF YOUR PERFECT RELATIONSHIP! Results on your first visit! New “Sublingual Tabs” Prescription Medication
- Not affected by food or drinks
- Quickly enters bloodstream
- Starts working in minutes
- No waiting, free office visit
All male staff | Private office visit
Dallas Male Medical Clinic
Call today! 214.237.0516
DallasMaleMedicalClinic.com

www.dallasvoice.com
www.dallasvoice.com
www.dallasvoice.com

North Texas GLBT Chamber Business EXPO Connections Mixer October 10th from 4:30pm to 7:30Pm
transgender female seeks female or lesbian couple to help with her transition & finding her place in the working world. I want a job that I can love but my schizophrenia keeps holding me back. If you can help me or mentor me please contact kcas@comcast.com

Looking for a new cuddle buddy? Find your perfect match at the DFW Humane Society. Adoption is the loving option 972-721-7788 http://www.dfwhumane.com

Rainbow Wedding Network, LGBT Wedding EXPO Sunday, September 29th from 12:30 to 3:30pm Renaissance Dallas Hotel Here is the Rainbow Wedding Network’s Dallas EXPO information. Check it out. Dallas Voice will be a sponsor. http://www.samelovesamerights.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=1289&Itemid=149

1920’s Swanky Party to Heat Up Dallas The DeWitt Family Presents: The Great Gatsby...Some Like It Hot AIDS Interfaith Network will transport you to the time of swanky parties and fashion, all benefiting AIN. Come dressed in 1920’s inspired style, and the choicest dressed man and woman are set to receive an award. Tickets are $100 and include drinks, hors d’oeuvres, and valet parking, More information can be found at www.aingreatgatsby.com or by contacting Gretchen Kelly at 972-672-4730 When: Sunday, October 13, 2013, 3-6 p.m. Where: The Home of Faye C. Briggs, 5909 Desco Dr., Dallas, TX 75225

18+ ©2013 PC LLC    MegaMatesMen.com    2528

All Male Staff  |  Private office visit
• Not affected by food or drinks
• 24/7 Friendly Customer Care 1(888) 634.2628

POKER Freeroll Poker Tournaments
In the gayborhood
BRICK • Thursdays
Game Starts at 7:30
Nightly prizes & $500 Grand prize!
For More info go to: pocketroocketsdallas.com

Do you wanna ride?
JOIN SPECTRUM MOTORCYCLE RIDING CLUB, the largest GLBT motorcycle group in the region. Please visit: spectrum-mrc.com to learn more.*

Volunteer Needed!!
Be part of an exciting team and make a difference in someone’s life. Volunteers will be trained to conduct HIV outreach in the GLBT community working along side of trained Risk Reduction Specialists. For more information contact Sonny Blake @ 214-522-8600 Ext. 236

DIVA Volleyball Fall League 2013
Come Play with Us!
Contact: vpmembership@divadallas.org
or visit www.divadallas.org

www.dallasvoice.com
www.dallasvoice.com
www.dallasvoice.com

www.greycelebration.com

For fan male correspondence & fan requests write: c/o Eddie Q, Po 836713 Richardson Tx 75083/6713 USofA

GOING WISHES
HAPPY 41st BIRTHDAY
FROM ALL YOUR FANS.

The Infamous Eddie Q

PORN CLASS OF 1991

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEYS
Helping you attain your rights after DOMA
Member DGLBA.org
60 Years Combined Experience • Board Certified Immigration Specialists

214.688.7080 I TurinLaw.com
YOU ASKED... FLOSS LISTENED.

Zoom! Professional Whitening System

Back by popular demand from our patients... Zoom2! featuring laser whitening technology!

In-network pricing with most PPO plans
Modern, high-tech environment with a friendly atmosphere
Full-service dentistry & Cosmetic procedures
Provider of invisalign® & invisalign®teen.
Don’t forget to FLOSS!

FREE TEETH WHITENING FOR LIFE!
with cleaning, exam & x-rays. ($350 Value)

QUADRANGLE  •  2828 Routh Street, Suite 310  •  214.969.1000
LEMMON  •  3131 Lemmon Avenue  •  214.978.0101

flossdental.com

Clark Steffens, D.D.S.  
Practice Owner